land was transferred to the private First Narrows Bridge Company at the recommendation of the Department of Indian Affairs and on the order of the Privy Council. Through interviews with Band members the authors reconstruct a story of misinformation, deception, and failure to act in the Band's best interests. The primarily oral character of the sources is clearly apparent in this chapter. The authors have not processed and homogenized the voices until they sound like A. J. T. Taylor's correspondence or a Vancouver Sun editorial. As public history workers struggle for ways to fairly and powerfully represent First Nations points-of-view in writings and exhibits, it is useful to have d'Acres and Luxton's example of one way to do it.

Like the stylized lions on the Stanley Park approach to the Bridge, the book's design is Art Deco in inspiration. For the most part, it is exquisitely realized. Wonderful platinum-sheen pages set off the black and white photographs. Occasionally the designer Leon Phillips sacrifices content to design, when text is overprinted on too busy a background illustration. Strangely, the photographs, while carefully reproduced, are not identified by photographers. Illustrations set in the body of the text are usually identified with general statements such as "Second Narrows Bridge" or "Hoover Dam," without dates or sources. This limits the book's usefulness for research, which is unfortunate when clearly the authors intended to (and largely succeeded in) producing more than a lovely coffee-table book about a beautiful bridge.

Eva Mackey, The House of Difference: Cultural Politics and National Identity in Canada

BRIAN S. OSBORNE


Eva Mackey's House of Difference is Canada. It's a place where the national project has attempted to cultivate a national identity in the midst of diversity. The author accepts that Canadian state-nationalism initiatives have — for the most part — eschewed policies of erasure and forced homogeneity. However, her central thesis is that the preferred policies of apparent inclusion and tolerance have served to reinforce dominant identities, exclusions, and hierarchies of difference. Further, she argues that the constant "reproduction" of the crisis of identity have allowed state institutions to intervene in the production of a culture of tolerance that was necessary for "managing relations between Québec and Canada and in articulating a national identity which differentiates Canada from the USA." (p. 16).

More particularly, for Mackey, what is at issue is not the impact of such policies on "minorities" but, rather, on "Canadian-Canadians." Accordingly, the House of Difference focuses on the "subtle and mobile powers of liberal inclusionary forms of national imagining and national culture" and the "white backlash" (p. 5). That is, it is a study of "whiteness" and of those who perceive themselves as being "victims of multiculturalism" (p. 20).

Eva Mackey's study discomforts me. Perhaps naively, I have generally accepted the dominant metanarratives of this distinctive place. Increasingly over time, I have come to accept the ideal of the "peaceable kingdom," the celebration of Taylor's and Kymlicka's "deep diversity," and an appreciation of Canada as Gwyn's "first postmodern state." I can identify with the objective of an enhanced "social cohesion" that is defined as an ongoing process of developing a community of shared values, challenges and equal opportunity based on "a sense of trust, hope and reciprocity among all Canadians." Predictably, therefore, my first reaction to Mackey's thesis was that she was cynical in labelling putatively progressive cultural policies as mere strategies to manipulate and perpetuate difference in the face of heterogeneity. But then I am a simple geographer seduced by the role of narratives and landscapes in the modernist project of establishing ties that bind. Mackey is an anthropologist informed by a postcolonial critique of what the ties are binding people to.
To this end, she examines the historical construction of Canadian national identity as it relates to its representation and management of internal and external "others." For her, the central theme has been a mythic narrative that foregrounded "fairness," "justice," and "tolerance" in official histories, art, and government immigration and cultural policies. Whether these advocate "nominal respect" for Native or French peoples (Native Proclamation 1763, Quebec Act 1774), advocate the erasure of cultural difference (Canada First Movement, Immigration policies), or construct an aesthetic of wilderness, victim, and survival (Frye, Atwood, "The Group") the intent was always the same: a Canadian identity concerned with reinforcing white settler hegemony and a distancing of Canada from the United States.

Mackey sees similar motives in the emergence of multiculturalism as the cultural politics of the elite. Rather than erasing difference, the multiculturalism initiatives of 1971 and 1988 served to "institutionalise, constitute, shape, manage, and control difference" (p. 70). And I thought it was an ideological step forward after centuries of racist exclusionary thinking and practice!

Mackey's strategy is to deconstruct the cultural politics of the "pedagogies of nationalism" that locate Canada's pluralism in a linear narrative of nation building. For her, therefore, even — or perhaps more especially — the Canadian Museum of Civilization is a site of identity production. She effects a close reading of the architect's rationale and the curatorial practices to uncover a blatantly instrumentalist and statist rhetoric. For Mackey, it is a "hierarchically controlled space" (p. 77) in which Native peoples' difference and self-representations are appropriated by the Canadian national metanarrative. Even the fact that these representations often render a radical critique of the dominant culture is taken as further evidence of a centrist design to demonstrate the putative tolerance of the dominant society. You just can't win!

At a different scale, these ideas are personified by interviews with some sixty people and participant observation in five communities — renamed Elmford, Rockville, Wallaceford, Brookside, Fernwood — celebrating Canada's 125th anniversary in 1992. "Canada 125" was the Mulroney government's alternative to the proposed Columbus Centennial that was dropped because it was too controversial. Intended to mobilize patriotism and national unity at the local level, Canada 125 afforded Mackey the opportunity to examine public contestations of the official multicultural policy.

This "multi-site" and "event-centred" approach allowed an ethnographic exploration of the construction of national and local identities. Constantly switching scales between discourses at the national and local level, Mackey carefully articulates the context of Canada 125: the failure of the Meech Lake Accord; the Oka Crisis; economic recession; the Spicer Commission; the Beaudoin-Dobbie Commission; the Charlottetown Accord. Given the profound national angst at this time, Mulroney shrewdly deflected the organization of Canada 125 to a private corporation with a budget of a mere $50 million — in comparison to the over $1 billion for the 1967 Centennial. Overtly non-partisan, blatantly corporate, Canada 125 directed its attention to white, "non-political Canadians" (p. 133). Specifically excluded were "special interest groups": immigrants, people of colour, lesbians and gays, and even women — although the "The Joy of Toys: Toy Poodle Owners of Canada" were approved (p. 122).

What a context for examining the attitudes of "white-Canadians" to the national agenda and multiculturalism in particular — especially in small town Ontario. The absence of First Nations and yet an appropriation of their story; a rejection of U.S. values and yet an admiration of their patriotism; a nostalgia for a "Canadian" identity but an inability to define it; and a tolerance for ethnic-racial diversity, provided it was subordinate to "Canadian" values. Personally, I like ambivalence and a degree of confusion when it comes to defining nationalism!

So what can we expect to conclude from this perspective? What is Mackey's assessment of "real" Canadians' fundamental beliefs of what Canadian identity should be? The conclusion was that during the "identity crisis" of 1992, many white Canadians felt that multiculturalism disempowered them, and threatened national unity, identity and progress. For them, the solution was to define a "Canadian-Canadian" culture that rendered the multicultural agenda of previous decades redundant.

Perhaps more importantly, Mackey relates this study to "current approaches to culture, power, difference, nation and globalisation in anthropology, postcolonial studies and cultural
studies” (p. 7). To this end, Mackey quotes Stuart Hall’s proposition that “the capacity to live with difference” will dominate our attention in the twenty-first century. For some of us, Canada appears to be well poised to contend with this issue. But Mackey disagrees — or at least temporizes. Her point is that through flexible strategies of “managing, appropriating, controlling, subsuming, and often highlighting” difference, Canada has pursued liberal values and goals of inclusion and pluralism that have been integral to the building, maintaining, and reinforcing of “Western cultural hegemony” (p. 163). Arguing that analysis concerned with the binary pairs of inclusion/exclusion and cultural homogeneity/heterogeneity is inadequate, Mackey turns to the “global culture of the late twentieth century” (p. 163).

Like Asad and Bhabha,4 Mackey’s rejects the past trends of homogeneity and elision in Western cultural politics in favour of a future that will be more fluid and syncretic and in which cultures will be imagined in terms of hybridity. The threat of globalization will result in what Hall has called “a dialect of identities”: some will gravitate inwards to fundamentalisms and traditionalisms; others will reject assimilation, be unable to resort to past traditions, and will, therefore, turn to “cultures of hybridity.” No mere alternative form of identity, hybridity is a “resistant” strategy that moves towards an inter/national perspective that rejects the “exoticism of multiculturalism” and turns to national metanarratives based on “anti/nationalist histories of the people” (p. 164).

But Mackey is sceptical. Just as she sees hegemonic strategies of dominance and control in liberal initiatives of liberal tolerance and diversity, so she sees that globalization is a Western (read American!) project of domination that leads to the elimination of difference. That is, globalization does not lead to an homogenized global mass culture but rather manipulates hybridity within a well established Western project of power and control. That is, it constructs cultural hegemony without cultural homogeneity. Mackey concludes that, as in Canada, so in a globalizing world, it is better to contend with flexibility and ambiguity rather than “place one’s epistemic security in the dialectical opposition between repressive homogeneity (the erasure of difference) and revolutionary hybridity” (p. 167).

In other words, perhaps Canada’s rational, progressive, and liberal approach to difference doesn’t do too bad a job. Indeed, perhaps we could invert her argument that our liberal multiculturalism, like globalization, are both strategies for perpetuating difference. Rather, perhaps Canada’s “liberal nationalism” that favours a benign cultural cosmopolitanism may be appropriate for the global scale also.5 Hopefully, these challenge both the bigotry of ethnic nationalism and the hegemony of a U.S. dominated world-system. Certainly, they will allow us to continue to debate and question these options for another century. May we live in boring times!

NOTES


3. If these, as they appear to be, are all in “Main Street Canada,” the claim that they represent “Canadian” verities is severely flawed.
